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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Serena Tonstad 
Oslo University Hospital 
 
I lecture and advise companies producing medications that aid 
stopping smoking. 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Sep-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The studies aim to identify "multi-level" correlates of being a former 
smoker in patients with a history of cerebrovascular disease. While 
the aim is clearly defined, the meaning of the word "multi-level" is 
not obvious. The abstract needs improvement for readability and 
understanding as some heavy language is use ("at the population 
characteristics and socio-economic level") and correlates could be 
grouped preferably into positive and negative ones. It is not clear 
why advice from a physician is described as "also" as it is a well-
established factor. The conclusion of the abstract could be made 
more precise.  
The strengths of the study are the large sample, representativeness 
of the sample and the high importance of understanding quitting in 
patients with cerebrovascular disease. The timepoint of cessation 
does not appear to be available, in relation to cerebrovascular 
disease (which was experienced in the past year). Thus, cessation 
may have occurred many years before the disease. While the 
methods sections is clear enough, again, the language is a bit heavy 
and presentation disorganized (e.g. age is mentioned at the 
beginning and again at the end of the methods description). The 
statistical analysis is described as a "fitted" logistic regression model 
without explanation of why "fitted" is in quotation marks. The results 
section has some superfluous information at the very beginning 
("The following table is divided by smoking status..."). Numerical 
results found in the tables should not be repeated in the results. The 
continued use of the expression "at the...level" throughout the 
manuscript impairs readability. An egregious example is in the very 
final paragraph where use of bupropiion is stated to be a variable "at 
the organizational level". Though this may be the case, it could be 
stated more elegantly.  
Tables: Not all of the variables appear relevant. Since the focus of 
the article is on former smoking, why present Fagerstrom 
dependency scores for the smokers? In table 1a 65.9 individuals are 
shown to have used the NRT patch. The statistical methodology for 
the p-values shown is unclear - were former smokers compared only 
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to smokers, or also to non-smokers? In table 2, some of the 
estimates and confidence levels are shown to no decimals, while 
others are shown to 2-3 decimals. The table should be self-
explanatory, and it is not clear why the FND score is included or 
community level characteristics where only a dash is shown. Does 
that mean no data, or not statistically sign.? This should be clear 
without the necessity of reading the text.  
Discussion: The observation that there were more males than 
females who reported being former smokers should be discussed, 
as this could be the result of lower smoking rates in females. This 
may also be true of other characteristics, e.g. income. It may be 
helpful to state these limitations, as well as that of the lack of 
information on the timepoint of smoking cessation, and focus on the 
correlates that are modifiable. 
 
 

 

REVIEWER Chuanhui Dong 
University of Miami  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 17-Oct-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Using a nation-wide cross-sectional health survey of 383,904 stroke 
patients, the authors investigated the multi-level correlates of former 
smokers. They found that lower odds of being a former smoker was 
associated with female sex, depression and alcohol drinking, 
whereas greater odds was related to older age, household and 
vehicle smoking restrictions, and smoking cessation counselling. 
Overall, the data was not presented clearly and there are many 
concerns regarding the data analysis for this study.  
 
1. Given CCHS utilizes a complex survey design with stratification 
and clustering, the authors should clarify that they incorporate the 
sample design in the data analysis using SAS SURVEYFREQ and 
SURVEYLOGISTIC procedures.  
 
2. As the study aimed to identify the correlates of smoking cessation, 
the analytic sample should exclude never smokers and the 
comparisons should be done between current smokers and former 
smokers in table 1.  
 
3. In abstract, the description is confusing for sentence “Logistic 
regression was used to describe the association between quitting 
smoking and stroke while controlling for multi-level correlates of 
former smoking.”  
 
4. In statistical analysis section (line 12-17), the description is 
confusing for sentence “Cross-tabulations between reported stroke 
symptoms (yes or no) and smoking status (smoker, former smoker 
and non-smoker) were performed while controlling for correlates of 
interest.”  
 
5. Two decimals should be used in table 2 for Odds Ratio (OR) 
column.  
 
6. It is better to combine the young age groups due to small case 
number.  
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7. It is unclear whether the ORs in table 2 and table 2a were the 
estimates based on the same model.  
 
8. Any comments on the SES correlates? 

 

REVIEWER Dr Rachael Fulton 
University of Glasgow, United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-Nov-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a nice paper. Their limitations are discussed adequately. The 
analysis is simple but understandable. 
 
This is a nice paper looking at an interesting question. The analysis 
is simple but adequate for the question at hand. The limitations are 
discussed. It would be interesting to look at length of time since 
subject quit smoking.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer #1  

 

The studies aim to identify "multi-level" correlates of being a former smoker in patients with a history 

of cerebrovascular disease. While the aim is clearly defined, the meaning of the word "multi-level" is 

not obvious. The abstract needs improvement for readability and understanding as some heavy 

language is use ("at the population characteristics and socio-economic level") and correlates could be 

grouped preferably into positive and negative ones.  

 

 

Thank you for your comment. A clearer definition of multi-level was added to the abstract. We have 

also removed “heavy language” in the abstract as follows:  

 

We used data from the 2007-2008 Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS). Smoking status (quit 

smoking completely vs. smoker) was described by multi-level correlates of former smoking. A multi-

level approach for variable selection for this study was used to understand how multiple levels in 

society and correlates located therein can have an impact on former smoking.  

 

It is not clear why advice from a physician is described as "also" as it is a well-established factor.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have removed the word “also” but feel that it is important to keep 

physician counselling in the variable selection as you have said it is a well-establish factor in smoking 

cessation literature. We wanted to be as accurate as possible in choosing the appropriate correlates 

of former smoking.  

 

.. The conclusion of the abstract could be made more precise.  

 

Thank you for your comment. We have added a line regarding the significant correlates of former 

smoking in the abstract’s conclusion.  

 

There are multi-level correlates of former smoking in smokers with reported stroke symptoms. These 

correlates include certain age groups, household and vehicle smoking restrictions and counselling 

advice from a physician.  
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The strengths of the study are the large sample, representativeness of the sample and the high 

importance of understanding quitting in patients with cerebrovascular disease. The timepoint of 

cessation does not appear to be available, in relation to cerebrovascular disease (which was 

experienced in the past year). Thus, cessation may have occurred many years before the disease.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have discussed this to some extent (ie. Contributory cause) in our 

limitation section but failed to provide an example. We have added your suggestion to our limitation 

section.  

 

For example, it is possible that respondents stopped smoking years before their stroke diagnosis. 

Owing to the nature of the cross-sectional design of the CCHS, there is no way to ascertain which of 

the two (former smoking vs. stroke diagnosis) came first. Unfortunately there is no available variable 

that quantifies the time-point of cessation in relation to respondents’ stroke diagnosis.  

 

While the methods sections is clear enough, again, the language is a bit heavy and presentation 

disorganized (e.g. age is mentioned at the beginning and again at the end of the methods 

description). The statistical analysis is described as a "fitted" logistic regression model without 

explanation of why "fitted" is in quotation marks.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have removed the word “fitted” and replaced it with a more precise 

explanation.  

 

Logistic regression was used to predict the dependent variable of reported former smoking while 

controlling for each identified correlate. Significant correlates of former smoking were expressed by 

odds ratio (OR) point estimates at a 95% confidence level (CI). The method of model building for 

logistic regression analyses was forward-stepwise selection. The Wald statistic was used for variable 

selection. Independent variables were identified as significant correlates if the p-value was less than 

0.05 (p<0.05).  

 

 

The results section has some superfluous information at the very beginning ("The following table is 

divided by smoking status..."). Numerical results found in the tables should not be repeated in the 

results. The continued use of the expression "at the...level" throughout the manuscript impairs 

readability. An egregious example is in the very final paragraph where use of bupropiion is stated to 

be a variable "at the organizational level". Though this may be the case, it could be stated more 

elegantly.  

 

Thank you for your comment. As per your suggestion, we have removed superfluous information in 

the revised manuscript. Further we have removed the “at the level” expression to improve readability. 

Numerical results were removed from the text.  

 

Tables: Not all of the variables appear relevant. Since the focus of the article is on former smoking, 

why present Fagerstrom dependency scores for the smokers?  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have removed this from all tables and have re-run the analyses 

(descriptives and logistic regression) to reflect this change.  

 

 

In table 1a 65.9 individuals are shown to have used the NRT patch. The statistical methodology for 

the p-values shown is unclear - were former smokers compared only to smokers, or also to non-

smokers?  
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Thank you for this comment. For the descriptive analyses, we compared former smoking and smoking 

respondents. As with the logistic regression, we compared former and smoking respondents. To 

improve clarity, we have removed non-smokers from Tables 1 and 1a and in all analyses. Descriptive 

analyses have been re-run to reflect this change.  

 

 

 

In table 2, some of the estimates and confidence levels are shown to no decimals, while others are 

shown to 2-3 decimals.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have updated Table 2 to a uniform format.  

 

 

The table should be self-explanatory, and it is not clear why the FND score is included or community 

level characteristics where only a dash is shown. Does that mean no data, or not statistically sign.? 

This should be clear without the necessity of reading the text.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have removed FND scores to reflect your comment earlier. We have 

updated the table to reflect this change. We have removed the “dashed lines” and variables that did 

not enter the model.  

 

Discussion: The observation that there were more males than females who reported being former 

smokers should be discussed, as this could be the result of lower smoking rates in females.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have added a small discussion regarding smoking rates in women 

versus males.  

 

Our results indicate there are fewer women who are former smokers than men. Reynaso and 

colleagues outline [13] that there may be several working hypotheses that may explain this result. 

First, women may respond poorly to nicotine replacement therapy. Second, women are more 

vulnerable to depression and anxiety symptomatology following cessation. Third, there may be 

concerns regarding post-cessation weight gain and body-shape concerns for women compared to 

men. Fourth, women’s menstrual cycle effects enhance nicotine withdrawal symptoms following 

cessation. Fifth, women do not receive or do not respond to the beneficial effects of social support 

during cessation. [13] They suggest that a varied approach to smoking cessation be taken in light of 

gender differences between men and women. For example it is imperative to consider an approach 

with lengthier treatments for women following NRT termination. [13] Health professionals should also 

consider adjunct programs during the cessation attempt for women who have concerns about weight 

gain. [13] There should also be concurrent treatment programs for women who have a history of 

anxiety/depression. [13] Finally, the timing of smoking cessation interventions early in the follicular 

phase of the menstrual cycle should be considered. [13]  

 

 

It may be helpful to state these limitations, as well as that of the lack of information on the timepoint of 

smoking cessation, and focus on the correlates that are modifiable.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have added these limitations in our limitation section.  

 

 

Reviewer #2  
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1. Given CCHS utilizes a complex survey design with stratification and clustering, the authors should 

clarify that they incorporate the sample design in the data analysis using SAS SURVEYFREQ and 

SURVEYLOGISTIC procedures.  

 

Thank you for your suggestion. This has been added into our methods section.  

 

2. As the study aimed to identify the correlates of smoking cessation, the analytic sample should 

exclude never smokers and the comparisons should be done between current smokers and former 

smokers in table 1.  

 

Thank you for your suggestion. We have taken out non-smokers in the analyses and it is no longer 

found in table 1 and 1a.  

 

3. In abstract, the description is confusing for sentence “Logistic regression was used to describe the 

association between quitting smoking and stroke while controlling for multi-level correlates of former 

smoking.”  

 

Thank you for your suggestion. We have revised that line into:  

 

Logistic regression was used to predict former smoking in patients with cerebrovascular disease while 

controlling for multi-level confounders.  

 

4. In statistical analysis section (line 12-17), the description is confusing for sentence “Cross-

tabulations between reported stroke symptoms (yes or no) and smoking status (smoker, former 

smoker and non-smoker) were performed while controlling for correlates of interest.”  

 

Thank you for your suggestion. We have revised those lines and changed them to the following:  

 

Descriptive analyses were performed to describe smoking status (smoker and former smoker) and 

correlates of interests in respondents who reported to have stroke symptoms.  

 

 

5. Two decimals should be used in table 2 for Odds Ratio (OR) column.  

 

Thank you for your suggestion. We have formatted the tables accordingly.  

 

6. It is better to combine the young age groups due to small case number.  

 

Thank you for your suggestion. We have combined ages 12-19 and 20-34 into 12-34 age group and 

have re-run descriptive and the logistic regression analyses.  

 

 

7. It is unclear whether the ORs in table 2 and table 2a were the estimates based on the same model.  

 

Thank you for this suggestion. Tables 2 and 2a have been combined to negate this confusion.  

 

8. Any comments on the SES correlates?  

 

SES was comprised of education and income. A discussion of education is available in the document. 

A discussion of income has been added.  

 

A recent review by Hiscock and associates (2011) suggested that the higher smoking prevalence in 
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lower SES groups and lower smoking cessation rates might be a result of the clustering of 

disadvantages. [14] These disadvantages include: a reduced social support for quitting, low 

motivation to quit, increased addiction to tobacco, increased likelihood of not completing courses of 

pharmacotherapy or behavioural support sessions, psychological differences such as lack of self-

efficacy, and tobacco industry marketing. [14] As a result, quit attempts in this population are 

significantly less likely to be successful. [14]  

 

 

Reviewer #3  

 

This is a nice paper looking at an interesting question. The analysis is simple but adequate for the 

question at hand. The limitations are discussed. It would be interesting to look at length of time since 

subject quit smoking.  

 

Thank you for this comment. We have added the lack of time since quitting in our limitation section. 

We endeavor to find a data source that will provide this exact variable in future studies. 
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